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?A GOD WHO CARES'
Hugh Miller

The Minor Prophets
J. A. Climenhaga

H
Presentation of the
Message"
J. F. Lady

The Guidance of the
Holy Spirit
E. R. Harries

Privileged Through
Grace
C. I. Cullen

Foreign Missions

"What can it mean? I s it aught to Him
That the days are long-, ana the nights are
dim?
Can He he touched by the griefs I hear,
Which sadden the heart and whiten the hair?
Ahout His throne are eternal calms,
And strong glad music of happy psalms,
And hliss unruffled by any strife—
How can HE care for my little life?
And yet, I want Him to care for me,
While I live in this world where sorrows he.
When the lights die down from the path I

take;

When strength is feehle and friends forsake:
And love and music which once did hless,
Have left me to silence and loneliness,
Then my life-song changes to sobbing prayAnd my heart cries out for a GOD WHO
CARES.
When shadows hang o'er the whole clay long,
And my spirit is howed with shame and
wrong,
And I am not good, and the hitter shade
Of conscious sin makes my soul afraid;
And the husy world has too much to do
To stay in its courses to help me through;
And I long for a Saviour—can it he
That the G-od of the universe CASES FOB
ME?
Oh, wonderful story of deathless l o v e .
Each child is dear to that heart ahove!
He fights for me when I cannot fight;
He comforts me in the gloom of night;
He lifts the burden, for He is strong;
He stills the sigh and awakes the song;
The sorrows t h a t hear me down HE shares.
And loves and pardons because HE CARES.
l e t us who are sad take heart again;
We are not alone in our hours of pain:
Our r a t h e r looks from His throne above
To soothe and comfort us with His love.
He leaves us not when the storms are high,
And we have safety, for He is nigh;
Can that he trouble which He doth share?
Oh, rest in peace, for the Dord DOES CARE!"
—Sel. by Martha Resor.
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Sure Cure for Unbelief, Why?
Evangelist
"IF T H E R E was ever a time in the history
* of the world when we should find out
the cure for unbelief it is now, and yet the
world and church is full of darkness and
unbelief. False religions and lack of vision
is seen everywhere. Very few see things
from God's standpoint and have the right
knowledge and a full vision of God's best.
I was converted in an old-fashioned revival nearly sixty years ago as a result of
a praying band who came out from Chicago, members of different churches, and
held meetings in a big tent in the northwest
part of Indiana around Crown Point and
Valparaiso.. They belonged to different
churches, but they were so occupied with
God and the salvation of souls that they
lost sight of the human relations. Their
burden fox souls was so great that they
had a vision far beyond things of less importance, but little was said about church
relations. Human relations are all right in
their place. W e love to see great love
manifested in the family relation. But
divine love is no respector of persons and
goes far beyond all family or church relations.
In Ephesians 4:2-7 we read—"With all
lowliness and meekness, With long suffering, forbearing one another in love; Endeavouring to keep the unity of the spirit
into the bond of peace. There is one body,
and one spirit, even as ye are called in one
hope of your calling; One lord one faith,
one baptism, One God and Father of all,
who is above all, and through all, and in
you all."
The unity of the spirit gives Christians the mind of Christ and grace to suffer with Him. It destroys carnality and enables us to be like Christ where we can
glory in His suffering. W e will be in full
fellowship with all Christians so that we
will love our neighbor as ourselves.
This unity of the spirit will keep us in
perfect peace till we all come in the unity
of the faith, and of the knowledge of the
Son of God, unto a perfect man, unto the
measure of the stature of the fulness of
Christ. The unity of the spirit helps as
to feel alike, whether we see alike or not.
T h e unity of the faith goes farther and
helps us to believe alike.
From the time I was converted and
made a new creature in Christ, I had been
absorbed in promoting unity in the body of
Christ as the greatest work in the church.
W i t h the vision of God that Perfect fellowship among Christians the only cure for
infidelity. "That they all may be one, as
thou, Father art in me, and I in Thee, that
they also may be one in us; that the world
may believe that thou hast sent me." This
is a startling statement and will convince

in the early church if we meet the condiditions. So few have the full vision that
'perfect fellowship among Christians gives.
S. B. Shaw
God's words say, John 13:35—"By this
the world as nothing else that Christ is shall all men know that ye are my disciples
divine. W h y don't people see it and pray if we have love one to another.
for it night and day? W i t h a heavenly
Phoenix, Arizona.
vision beyond description all I thought has
been to promote unity and we have been
successful in promoting many successful
revivals with many Christians of different
denominations.
Before we see any great results we must
pray like Christ prayed in Gethsemane:
And being in an agony he prayed more
S. G. Engle
earnestly; and his sweat was as it were
great drops of blood falling down to the
ground.
Conviction of ignorance is the stepping
The lack of vision to see God's people stone to the temple of wisdom.
—o—
united is appalling and heart-rending. Our
He who is not willing to do small things
heart breaks to see the lack of the right
is not likely to have an opportunity to do
kind of unity in the Church. So few have great things.
a great vision. In a union revival meet—o—
ing held in a Baptist Church of Phoenix,
The official who is willing to be the goat,
Arizona, we asked the privilege of talking will reach the mountain top soonest.
a little on Christian unity. The Pastor
—o—
A miser is a man, who, in his madness
gave us five minutes. W i t h a heart overflowing with love we pled for closer fel- starves his body, for the privilege of losing
lowship among Christians. At the close his soul.
—o—
of our remarks the pastor said he believed
The great foundation stones of a great
in unity if they would all join the Baptist character are to bear and forbear, abstain
Church. He meant this as a joke, but w e and sustain.
have too much of this kind of unity. It
—o—
should send Christians on their faces weepHe who never changes his mind, may have
ing and praying for a vision that will help very little mind to change!
us to see God's kind of unity.
Miss Fortune often answers when seekers
W e read in Matthew 18 and 19 and 20 after sudden riches knock at Dame For—"Verily I say unto you, Whatsoever ye tune's door.
—o—•
shall bind on earth shall be bound in
Many who meet hard things, have someheaven: and whatsoever ye shall loose on thing in their heart and life, that requires
earth shall be loosed in heaven. Again I hard things to cure.
say unto you, That if two of you shall
—o—
agree on earth as touching anything that
When Jesus comes, the mountains before
they shall ask, it shall be done for them of Jerusalem will be rent. Zech. 14:4.
—o—
my Father which is in heaven. For where
Fruitfulness is an evidence of good pruntwo or three are gathered together in my
ing.
name, there am I in the midst of them."

SPARKS FROM
DIFFERENT ANVILS

The glory of any object or person is that
If two Saints fully united and filled with
the spirit can see such glorious results it answers to all that is expected of it.
—o—
what would be the results of the whole
To continue in Christ-love is to be conChurch filled with the spirit? W h e n a tinually linked to the Godhead.
hundred and twenty were filled with the
•—o—
spirit as in Acts 2:1-4—"And when the
True love knows no measure; it gives itday of Pentecost was fully come, they self entirely.
were all with one accord in one place. And
suddenly there came a sound from heaven
Not Good, But Born Again
as of a rushing mighty wind, and it filled
all the house where they were seated. And
"God does not expect you to live His
there appeared into them cloven tongues life without first giving you His nature."
like as of of fire, and it sat upon each of These were the words that startled a godthem."
less and mocking young soldier in Egypt.
Many think the day of miracles is past. " W h y , " he cried, "that explains it: again
God have mercy on their unbelief. W e and again I have been told to be good:
again and again I have tried! but I can't.
can se e even greater things than were ever
But all is different if God does not expect
witnessed before in the Christian Church me to live His life without first giving me
if we live up to our privilege. There is no His nature." Then he knelt and received
limit to the possibilities of faith and pray- his rebirth. "Ye must be born again."
er. W e can have all the results manifested
—Unknown.
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The Cross And Crown
These two emblems have been adopted
by the Church, and for ages have been
considered the two outstanding things that
Christians needed to keep in mind. However, if the world of to-day—and among
that group many so-called believers—were
asked which of these two emblems could
best be eliminated, I am sure they would
all decide on the cross.
Perhaps never before have we faced a
situation such as confronts us now. Our
Lord said "He that climbeth up some other
way is a thief and a robber" and yet today
there are millions who are endeavoring to
get by some other way. There is no
crowding to the cross by sinners who are
anxious to receive the cleansing power of
the blood of Jesus Christ. There are some,
of course, who are still finding there pardon for their guilt and cleansing for their
impurity, but there are entirely too many
who are crowding out the cross as a great,
necessary and cardinal doctrine of Christianity. Our Lord said, "He that taketh
not up his cross and followeth me, cannot
be my disciple." And if we were to search
for the thing that is causing so much discouragement and impotence among Christians today, we would be compelled to declare that the cross of our Lord Jesus is
being crowded out of their lives.
The cross has never been sweet to the
world, the cross has always seemed foolishness to the world. The Apostle Paul
met this same condition and there were
many philosophers in his day who deemed
the preaching of the cross as absolute fallacy. Today in many churches, the preacher assumes that because the people belong
to the church, because in some way they
are tied up with Christianity, that they
are all right but many of them have never
been regenerated and in the course of their
ministry, they never once preach the great
fact that Jesus Christ died for our sins, and
that all men need to come by way of the
cross to His Kingdom.
Today the sense of sin is exceptionally
rare. Men know there is something wrong
with them—that same hunger is there that
has been experienced for centuries but it is
so seldom that one hears folks at the penitent form really cry out because of a consciousness of having deeply sinned against
God. The average person is so well satisfied with their own spiritual and moral
standing that if they do believe in the cross
at all, they take it much as a mere matter
of fact, and if sin is confessed, often it is
only a cold and formal affair. Truly we
need as never before to awaken to a new
consciousness of what the cross means as
the only real force in the Gospel of our
Lord Jesus.
The cross! The cross! The hallowed
Cross! upon which Christ died is a great
substitute for the sinner and the fact that

Prayer Requested
Pray for the Missionary Conference to
be held in South Africa during the month
of July. W o r d from workers on the field
indicates that they are looking forward to
this time of spiritual fellowship, refreshment and planning for the work in North
and South Rhodesia. M a y God grant
them a glorious time in the outpouring of
the spirit upon every missionary and native
and too, that they may be given wisdom
and knowledge to continue their great
work for God in Africa.

He is our only Saviour must be pre-eminent
in our preaching if we are really to see the
souls of men separated from the curse of
sin and made holy in Christ Jesus, and if
we are to win the crown of Glory God has
promised.

Apart With Him
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ment and criticism of others. Furthermore,
there would come to us a calmness and a
cesignation in joyous submission to all the
Lord's will and dealings. Apart with Him,
yes, ever and always. If we would have
glory and sunshine in our lives as we are
passing through this vale of tears, it will
be because we have found our comfort,
victory and strength in those moments of
quietness spent at His feet.

'Four Months' Harvest'
W h e n Jesus saw the great multitudes
coming out of the Samaritan city, seeking
to meet the Saviour of the world, He said
to His disciples, "Say ye not there are yet
four months and then comes the harvest.
Lift up your eyes now and behold and
look on the fields. They are whitened already to harvest."
As we look out over the world today
and try to visualize its needs; in fact, as we
look closely about us, the little circle of our
acquaintances, places where we move, and
we begin to enumerate the many that are
outside the Kingdom, we are almost overwhelmed with the stupendousness of the
task that lies before the Christian Church.
During the past year, there was a preach
ing mission in the United States. Some
thought that this would bring about a great
revival of rel'gion. W e do not doubt that
there was considerable good done. Perhaps here and there, there were those that
were stirred to a deeper effort. But after
all, that is not really the kind of a revival
we need. It will take more than words to
move people out of their sins—they must
feel the power of the Holy Ghost—No
mere statement of evangelical beliefs, although people know very little of what is
really believed.

During one of the busy seasons of
Christ's earthly life, He called His disciples away from their service and efforts
and bade them rest with Him—no doubt
in quiet seasons of prayer and meditation.
Is it not too bad that so many of us deny
ourselves of the most 'wonderful, privilege
that has ever been afforded to a human being, that of drawing apart with the Lord
Jesus and there at His feet, to rest, to pray,
to meditate, to listen to His voice? There
is no sweeter or more holy spot to be found
in all the earth. In our busy life we are
The religion established by the Lord Jeconstantly faced with its trials and its disappointments and Satan, the god of this sus was not compatible with ease and luxworld, is constantly bringing accusations ury, and an easy type of religion that apagainst God's people. W e are touched peals only to the intellectual senses, will
with sorrow and there are so many things never win a world to Christ because if
that would tend to make the soul bitter, really has nothing to offer them.
to make us unkind and harsh, but there,
The great preaching mission that's needalone with the Lord Jesus, that wonderful ed today is one in which we ourselves will
spot in which the heart can unfold itself largely figure—the first listener, the first
and tell its hidden tales and hear of in- convert, the first one to go into active
finite love. Oh, what tenderness and com- service, needs to be ourselves. Let us bepassion we meet in Christ. "Apart with gin there, nor cease until a revival has acHim!"
tually taken place in our own hearts, until
W h a t a different Christianity we could true piety, consistency and love will enable
present to the world if the Lord's people us to see the world much as Jesus saw
would dwell more apart, would oftener Jerusalem when He wept over it. Until
come to that place of prayer, how much of that impotent feeling of never being able
His great heart of love and gentleness He to talk to souls, of praying the prayer of
would spread upon us and would be f a i t h , of personal unfitness, because
wrought out in us. W e are sure that the of living beneath the standards and ideals
great, tender and gentle love of our Sav- of Christianity will be lost in the cleansing
iour would characterize us much oftener touch that the Master will bring to us with
in all of our dealings. There would be holi- a live coal from off the altar, it is then
ness stamped on every brow and there that our personal efforts in soul winning
would be little time to spend in the judg- will begin to count in the right direction.
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Notes from a Sermon on I Tim. 6:19
As Given by Eld. Harry Brubaker
Theme,

A SPIRITUAL F O U N D A T I O N

"TPO LAY a foundation take admonition
•*• of Jesus as given in Luke 21:34. And
take heed to yourselves lest at any time
your hearts be overcharged with surfeiting and drunkenness, and cares of this life
and so that day come upon you unawares.
A house is not finished when foundation
is laid Col. 1:27. Christ in you the hope
of Glory. It is Jesus Christ and growth in
grace and His W o r d abiding that gives
stability.
Salvation the largest word of Deliverance. Salvation delivers from power of
sin by which men are bound. It lays up in
store a supply for the future. The richest,
highest, deepest, joy comes from leading a
soul to Christ. A channel to save one
soul. Each person saving one soul what a
harvest. A spiritual foundation in our
hearts as found in I Cor. 3:11 is not shallow and is not bound to fall. W h e n floods
beat upon the soul have enough iron in
store to resist and hold fast as described
by Psa. 42:3.
The Light was turned on when Jesus
came. Jesus Christ never went with the
crowd but the crowd went after Jesus.
W e need to throw our arms around our
boys and girls and shield them from worldly lusts, teaching them to deny all appearance of evil.
Notice temperature of a meeting when
opportunity is given to pray. A helpless,
powerless life is not conducive to spiritual
growth.
Keep building by a yielded consecrated
will and bearing the cross so despised by
the world. Grip the Cross in full assurance of faith and thus bring death to the
old life and be resurrected by a new life
and trust to God for time and eternity.
Can't play hide and seek with God. A
cross bearing life is anchored in Christ and
is not swayed by the world and the crowd.
The soul that has gone thro with God
sees obstacles in the way of others that
have not gone thro with God. Keep under
the Blood and entertain a continual knowledge of all sin forgiven. If no knowledge
of being saved a sure s.:gn of being lost.
Better quit preaching than not have an
experience that delivers from sin.
Faith tested in perfection, walls will fall.
Stand on God's W o r d alone and face
the current. A soul being baptized "faces
the current" and should continue doing so
going thru life.
Don't drink anything.
A soul clean cut
for God will enjoy riches that the world
can't give.
The Apostle Paul taught the laying of a
good foundation and maintaining a good
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of Mt. Joy, Pa., May 16, 1937
witness not going with the crowd and doing things because somebody else did so.
Get at the root to locate any foreign
matter that would hinder growth in grace.
John the Baptist was a shining light.
Emphasize thus saith the Lord.
Every one's work is being tested.
Material too much of nature of the
world is poor policy to put in spiritual
building. Nevertheless the foundation of
the Lord standeth sure, having this seal
the Lord knoweth them that are His. Noah
followed direction of God in building the
ark and proved safe; should he have failed
in some material or workmanship it would
not have stood the storm of the Deluge.

T o o many persons are using poor material
that will not stand when the approaching
storm overtakes.
Governed by God's W o r d no other law
is necessary to maintain or keep people
stra'ght.
Persons not obeying "every where" and
will suffer great loss in eternal reality.
A good start and using worldly material
will be fatal.
It's normal to have the ship in the water,
but when water gets in ship, danger is imminent.
Beware, lest going down with the world
and worldly practice.
Material tells in this life as to thoroughness.
—Submitted by Abr. H. Martin, Marietta, Pa.

What is Christian Perfection?
L. B. Reese
It is not a rare thing to hear of objections to the doctrine of Christian perfection. W h e n these objections are examined
and diagnosed it will be found that they
evolve into three things namely, a misconstruction of terminology, a misunderstanding of teaching and a misinterpretation of Scripture.
The usual conception of perfection advanced by opponents of the doctrine is one
contrary to what Christians profess and
the Bible teaches. It is not rare to find
those who object to Christian perfection
because of the views they hold concerning
some Scripture that has been misunderstood. Many do not realize that the only
fair and safe way to understand a truth is
to consider it not in the light of one text
but interpret it in the light of the entire
W o r d of God. One illustration will verify
this statement. The Old Testament idea
of sin is different from that of the N e w
Testament.
T o this statement Bible
scholars will consent.
Those who advocate Christian perfection do not teach a perfection in the absolute sense. This view of perfection can
only be ascribed to God. God alone is
capable of acting at all times with perfect
judgment and wisdom. He alone need
never retract or recall past actions or
words. W e know that no Christian can
attain this state of perfection for even the
zeal he had for God may cause him, in'
haste, to do that which later he sees needs
to be adjusted. Every child of God has at
some time done something that later appeared as sin, in the light of greater spiritual knowledge. This has brought bitter
tears and deep humiliation before God and
man. It has also indicated the fallibility
of human judgment.
God does not require men to attain to
that state of perfection which can only be
ascribed to angels. Angels have never fallen from their original state of sinlessness.
Their powers have never been hampered

by the effects of sin. Surely man cannot
attain to perfection in that sense. Man is
heir to slowness of understanding, quickness of speech and even an over vividness
of imagination. All of this may lead to a
multiple of actions that in themselves and
outwardly may appear very faulty.
The W o r d does not teach that men are
to attain to that rectitude of action that
was found in Adam before the fall. This
again, God does not command. He considered that our frame is dust. Adam before the fall knew not evil, his nature was
alien to its effects, his mind was free of its
corruption and hence, his intelligence was
unimpaired by the influence of sin. Man
whose nature is perverted and whose sensibilities are biased from birth cannot attain to Adam's estate prior to the fall.
The perfection which God requires of
His saints must be and is that perfection
within the realm of their attainment by
grace. It is thus called Christian perfection. That state which God requires of
Christians is that which all facts of the
case make possible. In simplest of terms
it is the fulfillment of the standard by which
God measures the Christian, that is, "Thou
shalt love the Lord thy God, with all thy
heart, with all thy soul, with all thy mind
and all thy strength." W h o can say that
God requires more or less of those who
name His name? Does anything short of
this satisfy God or the moral law?
W e conclude with these words of W e s ley: "Here is the sum of the perfect law,
the circumcision of the heart. Let the
spirit return to God that gave it, with the
whole train of its affections. Other sacrifices from us He would not, but the living
sacrifice of the heart hath He chosen. Let
it be continually offered up to Gad through
Christ, in flames of holy love. And let no
creature be suffered to share with Him; for
He is a jealous God. His throne will He
not divide with another; He will reign
without a rival. Be no design, no desire
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Modern Science Discredits Evolution
Prof. George McCready

Price

O R D comes from central and east- which the real leaders in occidental science
ern Europe that atheism and ma- seem quite ashamed.
terialism are holding high carnival there,
Materialism and Atheism Are Twins
which is what might have been expected.
If matter is the only reality in the uniThese lands never were much influenced verse, then there is no God. Conversely,
by the Reformation. A decadent form of if there is no God, then the only realities
the Church is all they have had before are those that we can test and measure by
them as representing Christianity, while our instruments of precision.
for centuries they have been politically opNearly a century ago, with the rise of
pressed and exploited.
W h a t wonder,
LyelLsm
and Darwinism, these godless
then, that they have taken from England,
Germany, and America only those worst twins gained control of the universities and
phases of our intellectual life, features those agencies of publicity and propaganda
* which some of us, at least, are trying to
forget and outgrow? In the Far East, also,
anarchy and atheism are on the increase;
'Other Little Ships'
and on the tabloid level even here and in
Mark 4:36
western Europe, the forces hostile to Christianity are not decreasing or diminishing.
Chas. B. Stump
Gone Out of Style
On the other hand, on the higher levels
of scientific thought, among the real leaders of physical science, to some extent also
among biologists, dogmatic atheism and
materialism have largely gone out of style.
I do not mean that evangelical Christianity is more in vogue than before. But recent scientific discoveries in many fields
have now made the cheerless tundras of
atheism all the more cheerless; and within
the past two or three decades there has
been among the upper-class scientists almost a stampede into the more comfortable
mid-lands of theistic evolution and Modernism.
But of course it takes time for this to
filter down to the level of hoi polloi. In
the land of the Soviets, as well as in China,
India, and Japan, the so-called "intellectuals" are still paying homage at the shrines
of Darwin, Haeckel, and Nietzsche, of

admitted here, but what has Him for its
ultimate object. This is the way wherein
those children of God once walked, who
being dead still speak to us; 'Desire not to
live but to praise His name; let all your
thoughts, words, and works tend to His
glory.' 'Let your soul be filled with so
entire a love to Him, that you may love
nothing but for His sake.' 'Have a pure
intention of heart, a steadfast regard to
His glory in all our actions.' 'For then,
and not till then, is that mind in us, which
was also in Christ Jesus, when in every
motion of our heart, in every word of our
tongue, in every work of our hands, we
pursue nothing but in relation to Him, and
in subordination to His pleasure'; when we
too neither think, nor speak, nor act, to
fulfill 'our own will, but the will of Him
that sent us!' when, 'whether we eat or
drink, or whatever we do,' we do it all 'to
the glory of God.'."

And suddenly a storm rose violently
On the little Sea of Galilee:
A lurid darkness, and lightning flash,
The raging sea, and the angry dash
Of waves o'er the little ships at sea,
And frightened fisherman on Galilee.
While the storm rode angrily o'er the deep
The Master was resting in quiet sleep.
Quiet, and calm, and undisturbed was H e :
For the Master was greater than Galilee.
Greater was He than the things earthbound;
Stronger than the raging billows 'round.
Thus undisturbed was their Master, l o r d ,
'Til His mindful ear caught a piercing
word,
"Oh, carest Thou not that we perish here?"
And behold "other little ships were near,"—
Were being dashed in the angry sea,—
Were being driven near eternity.
Oh! Master, how often on Life's fitful sea
Do we encounter a tempestous Galilee.
How oft are we unheedful of Thee when in
despair,
Forgetting thy sympathy and everlasting
care,
Forgetting Thy words on the tempest driven
sea
That brought calm and hope on a wild
Galilee.
Teach us, Oh, Master! as we sail l i f e ' s sea,
To trust our frail ships to Thee continually;
That they may be beacons of light and good
cheer
For "Other little ships" t h a t are hovering
near;
Helping disheartened mariners to hold steady
and fast
Until a haven is reached and the storms
are past.

which are especially characteristic of
our day. Therefore for generations now
they have had an almost undisputed sway
over those who take their beliefs and opinions ready-made by newspapers, movies,
and radio.
But while in this fourth decade of the
twentieth century the agencies of publicity
and propaganda are still controlled by the
enemies of vital Christianity, great numbers of high school and college textbooks
no longer sneer at religion; while amng the
scientific monographs and addresses before scientific and philosophical societies,
sheer materialism and atheism are no longer
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as fashionable as a quarter of a century
ago. Among the rank and file of the men
•of science there may be as much antagonism to religion kept under cover, but it
seems to be less outspoken than before the
World War.
What Has Changed r/ip Leaders?
It may serve a useful purpose to consider br.efly some of the scientific discoveries which have charged the leaders of
scientific thought, even if the camp followers of science are seemingly unaffected.
I
Perhaps the foremost item in the new
situation has come through the discovery
of the "running down" of the universe, and
its inevitable corollary, the creation of the
stuff of which the universe is composed.
W h e n the nebular hypothesis was discarded several decades ago, and its substitute the planetesimal hypothesis also discredited, it was chiefly because scientists
began to see that a larger view of the universe was needed. It was realized that to
profess to account for the solar system
alone, while ignoring the rest of the starry
universe, is as silly as to formulate an entire system of botany from one flower in
the crannied wall, but ignoring all the other
plants between the tropics and the poles.
There are some scientists still trying to
speculate about the origin of the entire siderial universe; but it is significant that Sir
James H. Jeans declares that the recent
discoveries in astronomy bring "almost
complete chaos into the already chaotic
problem of stellar evolution"
(Natuvs,
Oct. 24, 1931). Evidently it is still as true
as when it was stated a hundred years ago
by Thomas Chalmers, " W e have had no
experience in the making of worlds."
Matter Not Eternal
The conservation laws of matter and
energy tended for a long time to confirm
the pagan notion that matter is eternal—
that it never had a beginning and will
never have an end. The triumph of this
dogma—for it is nothing but a dogma—
was contemporary with the heyday of Darwinism.
They mutually assisted each
other, and also mutually accelerated each
other's fall.
For all thoughtful biologists, Darwinism
became discredited after Mendelism became known in 1900. At about the same
date, radioactivity began to show the falseness of the dogma about the eternity of
matter. The laws of the conservation of
matter and energy are just as valid as ever
they were, only they have now become
merely statistical averages, and only by a
slip in logic were they ever made to support the doctrine of the eternity of matter.
With radioactivity- came the view that
matter and energy are equivalent and perhaps interchangeable. This naturally sug(Continued on page 190)
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The Minor Prophets
J. A.

3. By Surprise — "For while they be
folden together as thorns and while
they are drunken as drunkards, they
shall be devoured as stubble fully dry.
1:10.
4. By Banishment—Whether
Huzzab of
verse seven, chapter two, refers to
Nineveh itself or the queen is a question. Whichever be the case the banishment was to be complete and is depicted as such.
2:7.
5. By a perpetual desolation—In addition
to that mentioned in the last verse of
the last chapter note the description in
1:14. "The LORD hath given a commandment concerning thee, that no
more of thy name be sown." Complete
desolation. Very interesting is the
verse following this denunciation. It
is about the only bright spot in the
book. Even in it Nineveh's utter
desolation is portrayed.
1:14-15.

Climenhaga

Article Ten
Nahum is the prophet showing "The Vindication of Vengeance." His writings follow the writing of Jonah and show a marked contrast in the attitude of God. The repentance of the Ninevites was of short
duration and very soon they forgot God. The
Scriptures plainly show that God's attitude
towards things and conditions is the result
of man's relationship to Him and His works.
He is always just in that which He does.
To the penitent He shows mercy, to the rebellious He sends judgment. Nahum depicts
God's wrath upon ajjeople who are for Him.
His prophecy is directed against Nineveh.
Very unique are the words "The burden of
Nineveh." No writer has a like introduction.
POINTS OF ESPECIAL
INTEREST
Things which caused Divine Wrath.
1. Idolatry—"Out
of the house of thy
gods will I cut off the graven image
and the molten image: I will make thy
grave; for thou art vile." How quickly had the Assyrians forgot the true
God! Instead of listening to the counsel of Jonah, they listened to a wicked
counsellor, and were led astray.
1:11, 14.
2. Oppression—"The shield of his mighty
men is made red" may refer to the warlike preparations made by the Ninevites to oppress the children of Israel.
"The fir trees shall be terribly shaken"
to the darts and arrows with which
they fought.
2:3.
3. Cruelty—Notice the invective "Woe to
the bloody city." The Assyrians were
cruel to the extreme. "The noise of
whip, and the noise of the rattling of
the wheels, etc." all brought "a multitude of slain, and a great number of
carcases."
3:1-3.
4. Pride—This was seen in the way merchants were multiplied. Nineveh was
a city of wealth.
3:16.
5. Impenitence—Not a note of restoration is found in this book. Nothing
but vengeance is seen in the final
words. "There is no healing of thy
bruise; thy wound is grievous: all that
hear the bruit of thee shall clap the
hands over thee: for upon whom hath
not thy wickedness passed continually?" Once they could be changed but
all possibility of repentance is over.
3:19.
II. The description of Nineveh's
destruction.
1. With an overrunning flood—God may
have caused the banks of the Euphrates
to overflow its bank and in this way
discourage the king, who burnt his palace and treasures, and himself.
1:8.
2. By fire—"Behold I am against thee,
saith the Lord of Hosts, and I will
burn her chairots in the smoke." 2:13.
I,

AN OUTLINE OF THE BOOK
The Prophet's Theme
1:1-15.
1. God's almighty Power described 1:1-8.
a. Righteous Indignation Shown 1:1-2.
b. Mercy shown in Punishment
1:3 cl. 1.
c. His Power in Nature Demonstrated
1:3 cl.. 2-8.
2. Picture of the Assyrian Overthrow
1:9-15.
a. Destruction for Assyria
1:9-14.
b. Deliverance for Judah
1:15.
/ / . Picture of Nineveh's
Calamities
2:1-13.
1. Its Direct cause
2:1-2.
2. The Nature of Nineveh's Siege 2:3-7.
3. Nineveh's Destruction
2:8-13.
/ / / . The Miserable Ruin of Nineveh
3:1-19.
1. The Judgment commensurate to Sin
2. Retributive Punishment
3:5-15.
3. The Irretrievable Ruin
3:16-19.
I.

Cedars of Lebanon
Eighteen cedars of Lebanon, the gift of
the people of the Near East to the citizens
of the United States, have been brought to
this country and planted in the National
Cemetery at Arlington, Va. The gift is an
expression of appreciation of the sympathy
shown them during the days of their distress.—Alliance Weekly.
About forty years ago, John L. Neviur, of
the Presbyterian mission at Chefoo, China,
imported fruit trees and grapevines from
America for the sole purpose of training
Chirese Christians in their care. It has developed until large canning industries have
sprung up around the now large vineyards
and orchards. Other missionaries in the
same region developed the industries of
making toothbrushes, and also helped to establish the hair net industry. Such projects
surely help in giving the Chinese self-support and is a positive aid in the missionary
enterprise.—Herald of Holiness.

A friend says to me, "I have not t.me
or room in my life for Christianity. If it
were not so full! You don't know how
hard I work from morning till night. W h e n
have I time, where have I room for Christianity in such a life as mine?"
It is as if the engine had said it had no
room for the steam. It is as if the tree
said it had no room for the sap. It is as
if the ocean had said it had no room for
the tide. It is as if the man had said he
had no room for his soul. It is as if the
life had said it had no time to Lve, when
it is life. It is not something added to life;
it is life. A man is not living without it.
And for man to say, "I am so full in life
that I have no room for life," you see immediately to what absurdity it reduces itself. — Phillips Brooks, in Flowers of
Thought.

Spurgeon And The Bookworm
Search the Scriptures diligently.
C. H. Spurgeon, on one occasion went
into Scotland and stopped at a wayside
inn. There he picked up an old wormeaten Bible.
He held it up between himself and the
sun, and there was just one place that he
could see the light clear through. One
worm had begun at Genesis, and eaten
right through to Revelation.
Mr. Spurgeon said, "Lord, make me a
bookworm like that!"
Oh, that we all could just eat into the
B i l e a little section at a time! But if you
study it word by word you will be enriched. W o r d studies of the Bible are like
picking up pearls and diamonds.
—A. C. Dixon.

Overcoming Jealousy
Have you gained the victory over the
foes within you? There is jealousy. Would
you overcome that? If you are jealous of
any one, do him some good turn. There is
a fable of an eagle which was jealous of
another that could outfly him. He saw a
sportsman one day, and said to him, "I
wish you would bring down that eagle."
The sportsman replied that he would if he
only had some feathers to put into his
arrow. So the eagle pulled one out of his
wing. The arrow was shot, but didn't
quite reach the rival eagle; it yas flying too
high. The envious eagle kept pulling out
more feathers until he lost so many that he
couldn't fly, and then the sportsman turned
around and killed him. M y friend, :'/ you
are jealous, the only man you can hurt
is yourself.—D. L. Moody.
"The angel of the Lord encampeth round
about them that fear him, and delivereth
them." Psalms 34:7.
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The Presentation of the Message
J. E. Lady
Part II
/.

The Need of the Message—
AUL'S message to the Romans is—•
"For whosoever shall call upon the
name of th\z Lord shall be saved."
He
shows to them the way of salvation. He
points out to them that they must be
saved through the name of the Lord but he
does not stop there. He goes on to say,
"How then shall they call on him in whom
they have not believed? and how shall they
believe in him of whom they have not
heard?"
Paul's objective is that the people might
be saved but he realizes that they must
first hear the message. Our objective is
that the people might be saved so we too
must, see that the light and knowledge of
the Gospel is brought to them as they sit
in heathen darkness, surrounded by witchcraft, superstition a n d spirit-worship,
bound by the customs and traditions of
centuries of heathenism surely they have
need for the pure religion of Jesus Christ.
True the native believes in the supernatural and has a form of worship but it is
not according to the knowledge of the
Holy Scriptures, and does not lead to salvation. Hence the need that the gospel of
Christ should be presented unto them.
//.

The Manner of Presentation—
If the message is to be of any help to
the native it must be presented to him in
a manner that is intelligible to him and in
a way that can be understood. It must be
given in a language known by him and in
terms within his grasp or the most inspiring message and the most urgent appeal
would be only as so many idle words.
These people for the most part understand only their own mother tongue. Consequently it is only through their own
mother tongue that the masses can be
reached. Then too, it is the simple things
of life that they understand most readily.
W e find that Christ illustrated His truths
with the simple things around about Him.
Things easily grasped by the common people such as "The Sower and the Seed,"
"The Barren Fig T r e e " and other commonplace topics.
Besides being presented simply and naturally it must be presented in a way that
attracts. It must have a personal appeal.
It must draw and not repel. It must be
presented in a. manner that brings results.
The message must carry weight, bring
conviction and produce action. In order
to do this it must be thoughtfully prepared
and skillfully presented and backed home
with power that comes from prayer and
communion with God and a knowledge of
Him. T h e speaker must know his sub-

ject and know his God and be heart and
soul in his message. This brings us to our
third division.
///. The Agency of Presentation—
The message may be brought to the
hearer in a number of ways. T o those who
are not able to read and find through reading the W o r d it can be presented through
spiritual song and colored illustrations in
connection with Bible themes. T o those
who can read, it can be presented through
the distribution of pamphlets, tracts, daily
readings and through the written W o r d of
God. T o all, it can be presented through
the preached W o r d . Hence the ministry
of preaching would seem to stand paramount. And there are none so able to
present it to a primitive people as the native himself. The native knows his own
people. He knows their weaknesses and
failings. He knows their language and
abilities. The poorest speaker amongst
them can invariably make himself understood and present his views clearly with
less difficulty than can Europeans. It is
surely to these people that we must look
for the spreading of the Gospel message.
He is in his own land and amongst his own
people. He does not have the physical
barriers that hamper the European. He
can withstand the conditions and climate
of a tropical land. He is equipped in a
natural way in a manner that the European
never can be. W h a t he needs is—a genuine conversion and a thorough knowledge
of the rudiments of Christianity followed
by a practical training in Christian ethics
along with a general education to enable
him to clearly understand the scriptures
and to give him sufficient prestige amongst
his people that they may respect him and
have faith in his ability.
Besides having these attainments he
must live B consistent Godly life before his
people for often actions speak louder than
words and there are few people who are
more apt at reading character and arriving
at a correct conclusion than a primitive
people.
The above qualifications apply more directly to those who are set apart more specifically for the Public Ministry. Besides
those who are specially set apart there is
much that can be done by others in a more
humble way. Those who cannot well go
out and preach to the multitudes can still
be ambassadors for Him. As Andrew
found Peter and Phillip found Nathaniel,
and told them of Christ so can these who
have this new-found joy tell their friends
and others with whom they come in contact and thus spread forth the message.
In the case of the minister who appeals
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to the multitudes or the one who speaks
to the ones or the twos we cannot overemphasize the fact that the person must
know and possess that which he would
convey to others. The salesman who goes
forth to sell, if he wishes to be successful,
must be thoroughly acquainted with his
wares and, if he is conscientious, he must
believe in the merits of his goods. Just so
the one who would be successful in reaching souls through the presentation of the
message of christian.ty must be acquainted
with his message and must know his God.
Then, if he is diligent and applies himself,
results can be expected and souls will be
saved.
In considering the theme under these
three heads surely we must see that the
need is before us. The time is ripe. The
harvest truly is great but the laborers are
few. Let us then be faithful. Let us continue to present the message. Let us redouble our efforts. Let us train those who
have heard that they may be able to carry
on the work that has been begun. Let us
train them that they may be able to go
forth and carry the message to yet more
and more distant fields that many more
may yet be able to hear the good tidings
of great joy and be led to accept the message of salvation which is able to lead them
forth into eternal life through Christ Jesus.

"Believest Thou'
Anna L. Dreyer
Dost thou believe that Jesus died
And rose again?
That Christ the Lord was crucified,
And bore thy pain?
Dost thou believe His sacrifice
Atonement made?
Then from thy slough of doubt arise—
Be not afraid.
Dost thou believe He love divine
On thee bestowed;
And made His matchless mercy thine,
And took thy load?
Dost thou believe He Ipves thee yet,
As when He died?
Then do not thou His love forget—
In love abide.
Dost thou believe He intercedes
In heav'n for thee,
That thou wouldst follow as He leads
And holy be?
Dost thou believe His help is sure,
Thy need to meet?
Then faithful to the end endure—
Thy work complete.
Dost thou believe the bonds of death
Shall one day break?
That those who lived and died in faith,
To life shall wake?
Dost thou believe that as He rose,
Thou, too, shalt rise?
Then live as one whose home, he knows,
Is in the skies.
—Sel.
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LETEHGrWOOD-Eu'ILER—On Monday, May
17th in the home of the officiating minister,
Bish. D. R. Eyster, there occurred the marrige of Mrs. Butler, of Thomas, Okla., and Bro.
John Levengwood, of Thomas, Okla. Their
home will be in Thomas, Okla.

A Chicago doctor gives it as his opinion
that picture shows are the principal cause
of the increase in insanity. It is barely possible that the increase in insanity is the
cause of so many picture shows.—R. L. D.

K K N E — B r o . Nicholas Kline of Stevensville.
Ont., was born in 1858 and died May 11th, 1937
in his 80th year. He was the son of the late
Theobold Kline and wife of Rainham, Ont. In
1879 he was united in marriage to Sarah Burger of Bertie township who preceded him
Feb. 5th, 1935. They both sought the Lord
and united with the Brethren in Christ
(Tunker) Church of which he has been a
member for many years. He was active in
attending the services and had regular prayer
meetings in his own home until the cottage
prayer meetings were taken to the church for
want of room.
He is survived by two sons, Jacob and Roy
of Stevensville, Ont., and three daughters, Ida,
wife of Anthony Girard; Rose, wife of Chas.
Gruneisen of Buffalo, N. Y. and Lizzie, wife of
Albion Winger of Stevensville, and eighteen
grandchildren and three great-grandchildren.
Also three sisters, Mrs. John Keitfer of Ridgeway, Ont.; Mrs. Ed. Calaham in Michigan and
Mrs. Will Forester in Buffalo and many other
relatives and friends.
Funeral services were conducted on Friday,
May 14th, from the home of Bro. and Sr. Roy
Cline where he spent the last two years of
his life and thence to the Black Creek Church
by Bish. Bert Sherk and Eld. Warren Winger.
Text: Psa. 39:4. Interment in the adjoining
cemetery.
—Esther Winger.

Why Was David A Man After
God's Own Heart?
/. H. Byer
was a great testimony God gave
T HIS
of David. Because of this saints of
all ages have asked the question that heads
our paper. They desired to know and follow in his steps. W e will venture to give
at least a few reasons why we believe God
was pleased with him.
One is because he loved his enemies.
God does this so he loves anyone who
does. David would not lay his hand on
Saul even though he was his bitter enemy.
Several times when good chances came he
spared his life. He would not slay God's
anointed even though he was bitterly hated
by that one. The cursing, stone casting,
dust throwing Shimei was spared from the
sword with all his contemptible meanness
till his head was hoary. David did not allow such trivial matters to disturb him.
The names that Shimei called him did not
bring forth anger. He said to Shimei
"Thou shalt not die." E v e n though
Absalom his son plotted against him and
rose up with an army to take away his
kingdom from him, yet he dearly loved
him. Absalom was smitten by the cowardly Joab with three darts thrust into his
heart. He was hanging by the head in a
tree at the time. David bitterly mourned
for his son even though he was his enemy.
" O my son Absalom, my son, my son
Absalom! would God I had died for thee,
O Absalom, my son, my son." D o we as
fathers feel for our rebellious sons as
David did for Absalom? God feels that
way toward His rebellious children. God
did really die in our stead. God was in
Christ reconciling the world unto Himself.
Another reason, no doubt is, because
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when he committed sin, and it was revealed he at once repented and begged pardon.
Looking led him into the terrible sin of
adultery. One unconfessed sin usually
leads to another. David added plotting
and murder to his already heinous sin.
Nathan by a parable opened David's eyes
to see his great sin in the murder of Uriah
the husband of her whom he had seduced.
He at once took his place and said to N a than "I have sinned against the Lord."
And Nathan said unto David, "The Lord
also hath put away thy sin; thou shalt not
die." Any one who is not too proud to
confess their sins is a person after God's
own heart. His love and forgiveness never
fail in any such case.
Perhaps one of the chief reasons why
David was a man after God's own heart is
still to be mentioned. It was because his
heart was so full of praise at all times.
"His praise shall continually be in my
mouth" says David. God says " W h o s o
offereth praise glorifieth me." David declares "I will praise thee, O Lord, with
my whole heart." God replies "Rejoice in
the Lord, O ye righteous: for praise is
comely for the upright." "At midnight I
will arise to give thanks unto thee because
of the righteous judgments." "Seven times
a day d o I praise thee because of thy
righteous judgments." These are just a
few more words of David's praise to God,
Nearly all of the Book of Psalms was written by David. Not only is it the longest
book in the Bible, but it contains more
praise than can be found in all the rest of
the Bible together—we truly believe. Before closing the Book; in chapter 148 he
exhorts all God's creation—things animate
and inanimate—to praise him. Read this
chapter, please, and get a blessing. His
closing of the book—in the last verse says
"Let everything that hath breath praise the
Lord. Praise ye the Lord." "By him"—
Jesus—"therefore let us offer the sacrifice
of praise to God continually, that is the
fruit of our lips giving thanks unto his
name." Heb. 13:15.
M a y each one who reads these lines
take David as an example in loving our
enemies, confessing every sin we commit
and in praising God, our loving heavenly
Father more and more. Amen. Praise the
name of the Lord. Hallelujah.
God's W o r d says, "All things work together for good to them that love God."
Can you, dear Christian friend, believe this
in the face of apparent failures and defeats?
If you believe God's W o r d you surely believe this.—R.
Unbelief and forgetfulness are the only
shadows which can come between us and
His presence; though when they have once
made the separation, there is room for all
others.—Havergal.
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Our Mail Bag
City Missions
Altoona Mission, 613 Fourth Ave., Altoona, Penn., In charge
of H. G. Miller and wife; Emma Crider.
Buffalo Mission, 25 Hawley St., Buffalo, N. Y., In charge
of B. C. Bossert and wife.
Chicago Mission, 6039 Halsted St., Chicago, 111., in charge of
Sarah H. Bert, Supt.; C. J . Carlson, Pastor; Avas Carlson;
Harriet Gough; Alice K. Albright; Esther Bert.
Dayton Mission, 601 Taylor St., Dayton, Ohio, In charge of
W. H. and Susie Boyer, fiva Dick, Angeline Cox.
Philadelphia Mission, 3423 N. 2nd St, Philadelphia, Penn., In
charge of Charles Nye and wife, Barbara Hitz, Mary Sentz.
San Francisco Mission. Life Line Gospel Mission, 832 Kearney
St., Walter L. Beighard, Pastor, Sadie Kcighard, Anna
Mary Eoyer. Ees. 948 Haight St. Phone, UNderhill 4820.
Welland Mission, 38 Elizabeth St., Welland, Ont., in charge
of Jonathan Lyons and wife, Elizabeth Bmbaker, Rosa Eyster.

Rural Missions
Houghton Mission, Rt. 1, Tillsonburg, Ont., Can., in charge of
Edward Gilmore and wife, Idellus Sider.
Kentucky, Garlin, in charge of Albert Engle and wife, Kathryn
J. Wengert, Ruth Dourte.
Kentucky, Home Evangel, in charge of J. Paul George and wife.
Mount Carmei Mission, Gladwin, Mich., in charge of Henry
lleisey and wife.
Paddockwood Mission, Meath Park Station, Saskatchewan, In
charge of Albert Cober and wife, and Helen Bowers.

Mission Pastorates
Clear Creek, Penn., in charge of Harry Fink.
Granville, Penn., in charge of Allen G. Brubaker, assisted
by Frances Myers.
Orlando, Florida, in charge of Floyd M. VVingert.
Rays Cove, Penn., to be supplied.
Saxton and Sherman Valley, Penn., in charge of Roscoe Ebersole and wife, assisted by Iola Dixon, Bertha Wingert.
Sylvatus, Vs., in charge of D. E. Jennings.

Orphanages
Messiah Orphanage, Florin, Penn., Bro. Paul B. Wolgemuth,
Steward, and Sr. Rhoda Wolgemuth, Matron.
Mt. Carmei Home, Morrison, 111., in charge of Sr. Katie Bollinger and workers.

Old Peoples' Home
Messiah Home, in charge of Joseph L. Musser.
Steward and Lydia Musser, Matron, with
Eld. Graybill Wolgemuth and wife in charge
of the spiritual phase of the work.
2001 Paxton St., Harrisburg, Penn.
NOTICE
Someone lias suggested t h a t a great deal of
Interest would "be added to reports if the correspondent's name were printed with t h e r e .
Sort. I n the past, many of our correspondents
ave requested that their name he withheld
and t h e report be r u n with the word "Correspondent" only following. I n the future
names of correspondents will be printed with
the report, and we shall be glad to have all
submit their names in proper form with the
report. Thank you.
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"Thanks be unto God for His unspeakable
Gift." II Cor. 9:15.
God works in a mysterious way His wonders to perform. He plants His footsteps on
the sea and drives away the. storm.
I ask a special interest in your prayers
that He may have direct way in my life. His
Word says, "Brethren pray for us."
—Ella Cober.
A TESTIMONY
Abilene, Kans.
Dear readers of the Visitor:
Greeting in Jesus' Name.
I am giving in my testimony a t this time to
the "Visitor" as the Lord has laid it on my
heart for some time to do so. I expect to obey
Him and keep the victory in my life.
I am so glad I accepted Him as my personal
Savior. He is my all and in all, "The Lily of
the Valley," "The Bright and Morning Star."
He is everything to me. He is so precious to
me. Dear ones He is real in my life. He
walks with me and He talks with me and He
tells me I am His own. Thank God Jesus is
a Friend that sticketh closer than a brother.
He said He would make us rejoice from our
sorrows. Yes, when death has taken our best
friend from our side.
I am so glad for a wonderful experience God
gave me; something man cannot give or take
away.
He keeps me day by day under the Precious
Blood. We can be a free and victorious people that is what the world wants to see in us
as Christians, I believe.
I get real joy out of a whole-hearted service.
I believe that is the only service God is
pleased with.
Some times the Lord permits real tests to
come across our pathway, but it means for
us to hold still as the refinement comes. God
knows how to bring us out as pure gold.
Sometimes when the flower is crushed that is
when it brings the most fragrance. I believe
God is getting His people ready for His coming.
This song comes to me "I can not tell how
precious the Savior is to me. I only can intreat you to come and taste and see." Yes, He
blesses our soul, till my cup runs over. In
the 23rd Psalm David said, "My cup runneth
over." I believe God wants us to have a full
life.
To have His presence is wonderful. Here is
a verse of a poem that I like very much:
"In the secret of His presence
How my soul delights to hide;
Oh how precious are the lessons
Which I learn at Jesus' side.
Earthly cares can never vex me.
Neither trials lay me low;
For when Satan comes to tempt me,
To the secret place I go.
Yours in the Master's service,
Jennie Noel.
BROWN COUNTY, KANSAS

We enjoyed a time of great blessing and
fellowship during our annual love feast on
May 22 and 23. We greatly appreciated the
messages and services of our bishop, R. I.
Witter, at this time. A number from Dickinson County were with us and also a car load
Canada
Walsingham
June 12, 13 of friends from Tabor, Iowa. The presence
Cheapside
June 26, 27 of each one was appreciated.
A blessed and impressive baptismal service
Michigan
was held on May 23 when one dear girl folMooretown
June 12. 13 lowed the Lord in this ordinance.
Merrill
June 26. 27
We greatly miss the presence of Sr. Martha
Heise, the oldest member of our congregation,
Pennsylvania
who has gone to be with relatives and friends
Graterford
June 12. 13 in Canada.
Mechanicsburg, Pa
June 19, 20
The Messiah Bible College Ladies' Quartet,
with Eld. and Sr. Jesse Lady, are expected
NOTICE
to be with us June 27. We are eagerly looking
The Bertie Church, Canada, have decided to forward to this service.
—Dorothy Charles, Cor.
change the date of their love feast from June
19, 20 to June 12, 13.

Love Feasts

TESTIMONY

Bible Conference Program

Dear Ones in Christ:
I feel very grateful to God for the blessings
which He permits. "The Lord is my shepherd
I shall not want." Psa. 23:1. Also those words
impressed me as I thought of writing a
few words of praise for the Lord. "But we
are bound to give thanks alway to God for
you, brethren beloved of the Lord, because
God' hath from the beginning chosen you to
Salvation through sanctiflcation of the Spirit
and belief of the truth, whereunto He called
you by our Gospel." I I Thess. 2:13, 14.
The Lord would have our lives a continual
praise before Him. "But of Him are ye in
Christ Jesus, who of God is made unto us
wisdom, and righteousness, and sanctiflcation,
and redemption." I Cor. 1:30.

Program for the Bible Conference to be
held at the Rasebank Church, Waterloo
County, Ontario, June 20, 1937:
9:30 Invocation.
9:45 Testimony meeting.
10:15 Feeding the Flock, Eld. Geo. Sheffer.
10:45 True Gold and Faulty Tin, 'Bish. E.
J. Swalm.
11:30 Separation, Eld. Marshall Winger.
12:00 Noon.
1:45 Invocation.
2:00 The Tabernacle, Eld. E. M. Sider.
2:40 The Second Coming of Christ, Eld.

3:15
4:00
1:30
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Marshall Winger.
T h e Tabernacle, Eld. E . M. Sider.
Closing R e m a r k s .
Evangelistic m e e t i n g s in c h a r g e of
Eld. Simon Cober.

"I'm Going Narrow'
Ethel K.

Lockwood

For the last eight or ten years I have
tried consistently to be "broad"—liberalminded — or whatever the modern-day
woman is supposed to be to meet modernday conditions. This morning as I sit at
my typewriter my nostrils are filled with
the acrid smoke of flaming hills—and human beings! Griffith park, one of the great
recreation places of Los Angeles, is a raging inferno. Twenty-seven dead men have
already been removed from the blackened
debris, * *
W h a t caused this awful tragedy?
A
lighted cigarette—carelessly tossed away!
A cigarette!—just an innocent little tube
of paper and "throat-soothing" tobacco.
Great radio broadcasts assure us cigarettes
are so harmless—so delightful—so smart.
Newspapers, billboards, magazines, would
lead us to believe that no one who is anything at all would be caught dead without
a package of cigarettes in his—or her—
pocket.
And because so many of us
women desire to be "broad"—
"Now, don't be narrow, dear!"—that
cursed phrase has become better known
than the national anthem—
Because we wish t o be considered smart
—clever—and human—we sit idly by
swallowing the truck that advertising—and
usage—shove down our throats! * *
Repeal is assured. Race-track betting is
back. Cigarettes hang from many of the
best lips in America. * * And because we
don't want to be "narrow," we shrug our
shoulders and hope "everything will come
out in the wash." But here's an important
point—who's going to do the washing?
Well, I, for one, am through fooling myself. I, for one, am ready to come right
out into the open and fight for some of the
good old "narrow" principles of my forefathers. The smoke from that "innocent
little cigarette" hangs over the beautiful
Hollywood hills. * *
Frow now on I pledge myself to fight
for "narrowness." I am definitely against
vice as represented by our modernism. I
have nothing but contempt for the woman
who thinks "kissable" lips must be flavored
with nicotine. If I must drink a cocktail
to prove my good fellowship or my right
to it, I'll turn hermit. I'm dead against
plays and moving pictures that exploit
crime and "crimson ladies." Filth as personified by the modern-day printing, shall
be filth and nothing else to me.
Narrow—yes. From now on I'm narrow
and proud of it!—In Los Angeles "Saturday Night."
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The Guidance of the Holy Spirit
Rev. E. R.
John 16:13

Romans 8:14

Acts 21:7-14

I D A N C E is the function of the Holy
G USpirit
and the prerogative of the child
of God. Not that God does not guide
those who are strangers to Him. In Isaiah
45 we have a prophecy of the fact that
Cyrus, a heathen king, would do God's will
concerning His captive people. The hearts
of kings are in the Lord's hand as the water
courses. The books of Esther, Jonah and
Daniel testify to an over-ruling providence
over Gentiles as well as Jews. And God
can still lead and use men as the unconscious instruments of His purposes. But
the leading of His own is a d.fferent matter. Those who live by the Spirit may be
led by the Spirit. Only they. Being led
of God is a proof that they are the children of God. But are all His children led
by H.m? N o , assuredly not. M a n y are
missing something of their high privilege in
this respect.
1. Let us consider some of the principles
of the Spirit's guidance. It is personal,
the guidance of persons by a Person. The
Christian life is a personally conducted
tour or pilgrimage. Once, at the close of a
holiday in Italy, I was obliged to leave the
party a day earlier. So was our guide.
And it thus happened that for several
hours I had the guide to myself. N o w this
is what the Christian may enjoy always.
Although there are thousands under guidance, yet by the miracle of omnipresence
the Spirit can be personally present with
each one, as if he were the only one to be
led! Further, it is guidance from within.
Under the ancient economy Israel was directed from without by visible signs and
symbols. The pillar of cloud and of fire
led them in this wilderness. There were
also the Urim and Thummim, two stones
Lke dice or arrows which were kept in the
breastplate of the high priest. These gave
yes or no for an answer. There was also
Gideon's fleece, a special token craved and
given to assure the future conqueror that
he was really called of God. These belong to immature religious experience, to
the childhood of faith. Even in the Old
Testament there are hints of more spiritual
guidance, as in those words in the Psalms:
"I will guide thee with mine eye upon
thee"; and "The meek shall He guide in
judgment." Outward signs are now a concession to our feeble faith, and should not
be sought by us. And we should surely
beware of the devil's urim and thummim,
the pack of cards in the hands of the fortune-teller. W h e n the Holy Spirit guides
us He does not set aside our mental powers
and processes, but uses them. That is to
say, He expects us to use them. W h e n a
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Does God Love You?
Gordon Kemhel

Harries
question arises for decision, under the control of the Spirit the best powers of heart
and mind must be brought to bear upon the
problem. Conscience is asked to determine
whether a certain course of action is right.
The intellect must relate the subject to revealed truth as it is in Jesus. The heart
(that is, the affections), will judge whether
we are willing to go in a certain way even
if it cost us a great deal, as Paul was ready
not only to suffer but even to die in Jerusalem for the sake of his dear Lord. Thus
every faculty and every thought is brought
into subjection to the obedience of Christ.
Another principle to be observed is that
the guidance is usually for ourselves, not
for others. (This not forgetting that the
congregation as an entity may be led, as in
Acts 13:1, 2). W h e n in the house of
Philip the evangelist, Agabus, the Christ.an prophet sought to deter Paul from going to Jerusalem, taking Paul's girdle and
binding himself with it, with the words—
"Thus saith the Holy Ghost, So shall the
Jews at Jerusalem bind the man that owneth this girdle," Paul defin.tely refused to
be turned back. He knew the Holy Spirit
too intimately to believe that guidance
would come through another and not to
himself. He recognized in the Spirit's
warning through Agabus a trial of his faith
and his resolution to serve at all costs, and
he continued in the way into which he believed he had been already directed by the
Spirit. This is the only safe course.
And another point: the easy course is not
necessarily the right course. N o r need we
choose a path for the sole reason that it is
difficult.
2. W e now come to the methods employed by the Holy Spirit in guiding Christian folk. He leads accord.ng to the W o r d .
Not, as a rule, by our putting our finger on
a text, or drawing out a slip of paper from
a promise-box. W e do not deny that many
have been led by these methods. But they
belong rather to the immature Christian
than to the full-grown. It is to the moral
and spiritual principles and precepts of the
W o r d that we are to look for our direction. Whenever His will has been revealed, upon any subject whatsoever, this must
be final for every obedient heart. How to
walk and to please Christ is the test, and
the way that pleases Him is shown in His
W o r d and revealed to us by the Holy
Spirit. Even conscience is not a sure guide
apart from the Spirit in the W o r d . Conscience, like a compass, needs correcting,
and it is by the W o r d of truth it can be
corrected.
The will of God is revealed to us in
times of quiet, confident waiting upon Him.
(Continued on page 190)
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"For God so loved the world, that he gave
his only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in him should not perish, but have
everlasting life." John 3:16.
It seems that before we can realize to any
extent just how much God loves the world,
we must first see how He loved the Son that
He gave for the world. We have God's
Own words coming out of Heaven telling us
that Jesus was His beloved Son. When
John the Baptist baptized Jesus in the river
Jordan, God's voice spoke out of heaven
saying, "Thou art my beloved Son; in thee
I am well pleased." Luke 3:22. Also, when
Jesus took Peter, James and John up on the
Mount of Transfiguration, and as He was
being transfigured before them, God, again,
spoke out of the cloud saying, "This is my
beloved Son." Mark 9:7.
We have seen from the foregoing statements that God loves His Son. Now there
are two facts that make this love deeper.
First, Jesus was God's only Son. From the
text you will see that God "gave His ONLY
begotten Son." In John 1:14 we find these
words, "And the Word was made flesh, and
dwelt among us, (and we beheld His glory,
the glory as of the ONLY begotten of the
F a t h e r ) , full of grace and truth." Now, if
an earthly father would love an only son
with a special love, much more would the
Heavenly Father love His only Son. Secondly, Jesus was God's obedient Son. In John
8:29 we read these words, "And He that
sent me is with me: the Father hath not left
me alone; for I do always those things that
please Him." Again, if an earthly father
loves an obedient son with a special love,
much more does the Heavenly Father love
His obedient Son.
Now, note that in Romans 1:29-32 there
is a very good illustration of the Natural
Man, let us see what it says, "Being filled
with all unrighteousness, fornication, wickedness, covetousness, maliciousness; full of
envy, murder, debate, deceit, malignity:
whisperers, backbiters, haters of God, despiteful, proud, boasters, inventors of evil
things, disobedient to parents, without
understanding, covenant breakers, without
natural affection, implacable, unmerciful:
who knowing the judgment of God, that
they which commit such things are worthy
of death, not only do the same, but have
pleasure in them that do them." Every man
is capable of doing all or any of these
things. All or any of these things are contrary to God. But notwithstanding all we
have here stated our text tells us that God
SO loved His creation, His man, His handiwork with such an infinite love that He
gave His only, obedient, sinless, beloved Son
to die in our place and to redeem our sinful
souls from a just condemnation.
Yes, God loves you in spite of your sins.
Yes, God magnified His love for you, in
that, while you were yet a sinner Christ died
for you, as your sin-bearer. Is not God
worthy of your love because He first loved
you? Is not God's Son worth accepting as
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The Old Man's Blessing
W h e n quite a young man, I was once
in the cathedral at York. I remember how
after wandering up and down the nave,
marveling at the extent of that noble building, I at length sat down on one of the
window seats; and after a time I said
aloud, "This is indeed a wonderful building." As I thus exclaimed, I was answered
by an old man whom I had not perceived,
but who was sitting on the same stone, by
my side: "Yes, it is indeed a wonderful
building, sir." (He thought that I had addressed my remark to him, as he told me
later on). He was very old, very poorly
clad, and very pale and feeble in appearance; so much so that, though I was not
greatly given to acts of charity, I feared
the old man was starving, and under that
impression I took one shilling and sixpence from my pocket and put them into
the old man's hand. M y surprise was
great when he quickly rose from his seat
and looking around, while tears rolled
down his face, he exclaimed: "There is nobody near, sir, to make you ashamed; you
will not refuse an old man's blessing, will
you? Ah! you little knew what you were
doing when you gave me that money, how
you were saving an old man's life." Then
he stretched out his hands, as if to cover a
prayer his love, and poured forth such a
prayer of blessing on my behalf as I had
never heard before, and as I have never
heard since. His language was wonderful,
both for the knowledge of God which it
expressed, and for the beauty of the wishes which he put forth on my account.
W h e n he had finished, I asked him to
explain to me how I could be said to have
saved his life. He then told me as follows:
"I live many miles from York, and have
been summoned to a daughter who is dying, at a village about ten miles on the
other side of York. I arrived in the city
with only fourpence in my pocket, and
when I went to a lodging-house I was offered a clean bed for fourpence, and a dirty
one for twopence. Fourpence was all the
money I had; but I chose the clean one,
and went to bed supperless, for I have
never been accustomed to antyhing dirty,
and I knew that Father would be sure to
take care of me. I came this morning as
soon as the cathedral was open, and sat
down here, for I felt sure Father would

personal Savior, because He was obedient
unto death, even the death of the cross for
you? Receiving Him as Savior you have
everlasting life. Rejecting Him as Savior
you have everlasting condemnation. What
will you do with God and His Son?
" / stand amazed in the presence,
Of Jesus the Nazarene,
And wonder how He could love me,
A sinner, condemned, unclean."
DO YOU?
(The above may be secured in tract form.)
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send some one to look after me, and I have
been waiting here all day, till He was
pleased to send me what was needed."
"But," I said, "have you asked no one to
help you?"
"Asked?" he replied, " W h y should I,
sir? Father knew when to send help to
me."
"But," I answered, "haven't you been
very hungry?"
"Yes, sir," he replied, "I have bzen very
hungry, but I was quite sure Father would
send some one to help me, when He
thought the right time had come, and now
you see, sir, His time has come, and He
sent you."
I t was then seven o'clock in the evening,
the cathedral was just about to be closed,
and the old man had been there from early
morning without any food since the day
before. W a s not this to "Let patience have
her perfect work" (see James 1:3, 4)?
I then said, "Do you mean to say that
you have had nothing since yesterday?"
" N o , " he replied, "nothing."
" W h y did you not ask some of those
who came to the services, or some of the
visitors, to help you?"
"Because Father, I knew, would send me
help when He thought right, sir! and to ask
Him rather than man" (see Phil. 4:6, 19).
After a little more conversation, I was
astonished and so much overcome by this
old man's simple faith, that I took out all
the money I had; and, showing it to him, I
asked him to take as much as he wished
or wanted. But he looked at me almost
reproachfully, and said, " N o , sir! no! put
it back! put it back! Father told you just
how much you ought to give me, and /
would not dishonor my Father by tak'.ng
more than He sent me; for when I want it.
He can always find more."
After a few more words we parted, and
I saw that old man go forth on his jour" ney, with what he considered his ample
provision, because God had sent him for
that day his "daily bread" (see Psa. 34:8:10).
A few minutes after I met him again,
as I was walking round the eastern end of
the cathedral, and once more he paused,
and as I said, "Good-by, old friend," he
repeated his former expression of humility,
"There is no one here, sir, to make you
ashamed, let me offer up one prayer for
you;" and again he poured forth a few
words of blessing and entreaty for me, after which we parted to meet no more on
earth. But that old man's blessing has, I
believe, followed me from that hour all
through the days of my life, and I can
never thank God sufficiently for the lesson on trusting Him wholly, which the incident of that day then brought home to
my soul, and from that day I learned not
only to look to Him, but to trust Him as
my Father in Jesus Crrist, in a way that
I had never done before.
Reader, are you trusting the salvation of
your soul to Him who was sent by the
Father to be the Saviour of the world?
(see John 4:14); is your heart fixed trusting
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in the Lord? (Psa. 112:7). "Trust in the
Lord with all thine heart ;and lean not unto thine own understanding. In all thy
ways acknowledge him, and he shall direct
thy paths" (Prov. 3:5, 6).
—Publisher Unknown.

Come As You Are
Some little time ago an interesting incident occurred which I wish to tell of. A
well-known film director w a s walking
along the street when he was accosted by
a beggar who had a luxuriant beard.
Thinking that he would be ideal for film
purposes, the director gave him some
money and told him to present himself at
the studios in a certain place at a set time
and he would give him'some work. At the
time appointed a stranger approached the
director and reminded h;m of his offer. He
was told, "I am sorry I can't place you
now." T h e beggar had had a haircut and
shave for his film debut.
H o w like us all this is. God invites you
to come to Him, then you immediately
commence to make yourself as presentable
as possible. W h y , the Lord came to save
sinners not righteous people. Just come to
Him as you are; that is the way He wants
you.. W h y , He says, "I am not come to
call the righteous, but sinners to repentance;" also " T h e y that be whole need not
a physician, but they that art sick." D o
not seek to make yourself better, do not
try to stop some bad habit and so make
yourself, as you think, presentable. Just
come as you are, a sinner, with your sins
and confess them to Him. Bring your bad
habits and break the power of sin which
known. He is just longing for you to
come like that, so that He can save you.
Make a clean breast of it all to the Lord
Jesus Christ; hide nothing. Put your trust
in Him and He will save that precious soul
of yours for time and for eternity. He will
give you the power to overcome your bad
habits and break the power of sin which
has you captive. Come then as you are,
open and straightforward, hide nothing
and He will make a new man or woman of
you in Christ Jesus. "Believe on the Lord
Jesus Christ, and thou .shalt be saved."
"The Blood of Jesus Christ his (God's)
Son cleanseth us from all sin."—G. S. F.
M., in Living Streams.

The Tireless Reaper
Says Dr. Guthrie, "I have seen the reapers in the harvest field sit down on the
sheaves to rest a while from their labor,
but whoever saw the grim reaper, Death,
sitting on the tombstones or green hillocks
of the graves to rest himself and repair his
strength?" And because this tireless reaper of mankind is always at work, God's
servants should frequently renew their diligence and revive their energies for the
salvation of mankind.
"There is a reaper whose name is Death,
And with his sickle keen,
He cuts the bearded grain at a breath,
And the flowers that grow between."
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A Word of Appreciation
"Bless the Lord, O my soul, and forget
not all His benefits." Psalms 103:2.
Gcd has been gracious to all of His children down through the past Ages, and has
showered bless.ngs upon them. His treasure house is inexhaustible and we today
are still the recipients of His benefits. His
promise is that He will be with us untd
the end of the world. W h a t a wonderful
God we have! M a y we as His children
appropriate more of His gifts.
A much appreciated blessing came to us
at Sikalongo in the very recent past. This
was a good used Ford car. Our old Ford
had done faithful service, but it became less
and less dependable. W e therefore earnestly prayed that God would supply the
need, for our mission finances at Sikalongo
were inadequate to replace the old car.
W e had brought our difficulty to the attention of Executive Board, but because of
the many demands on the General Fund
no definite.assurance could be given. However, it was decided that Sikalongo should
have another car when funds were available. Imagine our surprise and joy when
at the meeting of the Executive Board we
learned that there were funds for another
car. The party of missionaries who had just
arrived had brought money to replace a
car on one of the Stations. Since we had
been promised another, we were the favoured ones.
W e wish to express our sincere appreciation and gratitude to all who helped to
make this blessing possible. M a y God bless
you richly as you have a part in spreading
the Gospel in heathen lands. W e pray
that the Ford may be used to the glory of
God in making us more efficient in the
service of the Master.
Sikalongo Staff.

Dedication Service At Sibale
Grace

Brubaker

O U T ten years ago the work of the
A BLord
was started at Sibale. A small
pole and mud hut was built in which services were held and also school for the children during the week. Sibale is situated
about thirty miles from Mtshabezi, near the
large Sibale mountain from which the
school derives its name.
Mtshazo and his wife, Qeda, were sent
there to open the work and they are still
faithful workers at that place. Qeda had
previously been a teacher at Mtshabezi
for some years and also taught at Sikalongo for a few months.
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The original hut became too small for the
services and it also began to leak badly.
Well does the writer remember visiting
there in 1931 and having to put up a tent
inside the school-house in order to keep
from getting wet during a heavy rain. Th.s
building was enlarged and a new roof put
on. This served for a few years, but it
also became too small, so it was decided
to erect a new one.
There is considerable work connected
with building a church building in Africa.
It is usually done by the people of the community. If all work together it goes along
quite well, but there are usually a number
of shirkers and that makes it harder for
the others. The women have the work of
gathering grass for the roof, plastering the
walls, and putting in the mud floor. The
little children also help with making brick
and with the other work. They often work
the most willingly as they are anxious to
have a place to learn.
The Sibale church is 18 x 40 feet in size.
It is well lighted and makes a nice appearing building. It was quite difficult to get
enough' grass collected with which to
thatch the roof as grass was scarce in that
country last year. The rains began before
the roof was completed and part of the
wall fell in and had to be rebuilt. But
finally all was finished and ready for the
dedication arranged to be held on the
twenty-fifth of April.
About mid-day of that day the people
began to arrive. The congregations from
W o v i and Mbabuli were gathered together. The church was crowded and a
number were outside.
In the opening service several children
were dedicated which seemed to be rather
fitting to precede the dedication service of
the church. One native sister brought her
two children to be dedicated. Her husband is not a Christian, but he is quite
sympathetic to the work and consented to
have the children dedicated. A couple of
years ago he gave a bag of grain as an offering. Our prayer is that he will give
himself to the Lord.
The dedication service followed much
the same order as is usual in a service of
that nature. Dhlodhlo spoke from I Cor.
3:16-17, 6:19. He emphasized the necessity of our giving our lives in the service of
Christ.
After a few fitting remarks by Sr. Sadie
Book, who has oversight of the school and
Mtshazo Nkala, the teacher, Bro. Brubaker
preached from the eighty-fourth and onehundredth Psalms. He spoke of how at
one time the people had their heathen worship at the top of the Sibale mountain, but
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now they have a house in which they may
worship the true God. He gave a brief
history of the work and its growth.
After the dedication prayer the people
came up one by one and put their offering
on the table. It amounted to about $8.75.
This will be used for a door for the church
and other needed equipment.
There is still much opportunity for service at Sibale. There are many children
nearby who should be brought into the
fold. One is impressed with the interest
manifested by the people of the community.
There were a number of heathen men and
women at the dedication service. There
are sixteen church members and quite a
few who belong to the Enquirers Class.
These all need our prayers. Let us all
pray that the work of the Lord will go
forward at Sibale.
Is it not inspiring and helpful to realize
when you are most inclined to despond
that there is no fickleness, vacillation or
changefulness in the Divine heart? He
knew all we should be before He loved us.
— F . B. Meyer.
"Have no will but the will of God, and
who shall restrain you?"
i W W V W V W W W V W W W W W W W

FOREIGN MISSIONARIES
Africa
General Superintendent
Bishop and Mrs. H. H. Brubaker, Box 711,
Bulawayo, So. Rhodesia, So. Africa.
MATOFO MISSIOUElder and Mrs. L. B. Steckley, Elder and Mrs.
C. F. Eshelman, Elder J. Elwood Hershey.
Mr. and Mrs. D. B. Hall, Mrs. S. K. Doner.
Miss Lois G. Prey, Miss Mary Kreider, Matopo Mission, Bulawayo, So. Rhodesia, So.
Africa.
MTSHABEZI MISSION
Elder and Mrs. W. O. Winger, Miss Mary
Brenaman, Miss P. Mable Frey, Mrs. Naomi
Lady, Miss Martha Kauffman, Miss Anna
Wolgemuth, Mrs. Emma Frey, Miss Sadie
Book, Mtshabezi Mission, P. B. 102 M, Bulawayo, So. Rhodesia, So. Africa.
MACHA MISSION
Elder and Mrs. Elmer Eyer, Miss Anna A.
Engle, Miss Annie Winger, Miss Verda
Moyer, Macha Mission, Choma, N. Rhodesia,
So. Africa.
SIKALONGO MISSION
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil I. Cullen, Miss Anna
Eyster, Miss Elizabeth Engle, Sikalongo Mission, Choma, N. Rhodesia, So. Africa.
WANEZI MISSION
Elder and Mrs. R. H. Mann, Wanezi Mission,
Filabusi, So. Rhodesia, So. Africa.

India
General Superintendent
Bishop and Mrs. A. D. M. Dick, Saharsa, B.
N. W. Ry., Dist. Bhagalpur, India.
SAHARSA
Miss Anna M. Steckley, Saharsa, B. N. W. Ry.,
Dist. Bhagalpur, India.
STTPATTL

Elder and Mrs. George Paulus, Miss M. Effle
Rohrer, Miss Esther Buckwalter, Supaul, B.
N. W. Ry., Dist. Bhagalpur, India.
MISSIONARIES ON ZTTCLOUGH
Ovrus Wingf>r and Familv. Grantham. Pa.
Elder and Mrs. Engle, Miss Ella Gayman
on furlough.
IN TRAINING
Leora Yoder, Mothers' Hospital, Lower Clapton Road, Clapton, London, E. 5, England.
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satisfied that I left that community and
went to work for an uncle of my mother.
C. /. Culten
This brought me in contact with preaching
that had soul salvation in it. In the comS the time draws near when, if Jesus munity I had just left I had missed attarries, we hope to take our furlough, tending hardly any church service or Sunwe find ourselves joyously anticipating day School session in three years but do
meeting again those who have become very not recall hearing one sermon that spoke
dear to us because of the mutual love that of regeneration. I had about reached, at
Grace brings to our hearts.
the age of sixteen, the place that many
W e have had contact with various class- older people have reached when they think
es of people in the last ten years: some religion is nothing more than a creed.
have been government officials, some
In coming to the new community I conhave been of the gentry, while others rep- tinued attending services out of custom,
resent different religious societies of varying and also a series of revival meetings, at
beliefs and schools of thought, as well as first merely for something to do during the
many in the common walks of life.
long summer evenings but later because of
In meeting with these various classes of
a curiosity for which I could not account.
people we have had to realize more fully At the close of a four weeks' meeting I
how eager we are to meet again those with had missed fewer than six services and yet
whom we have so much in common. God's I defied anyone to speak to me about my
people possess a peculiar love which draws soul. I am really surprised at how timid,
us together and we find a fellowship exist- and shall I say unconcerned, some of God's
ing that can not be counterfeited by those people are when it comes to speak'ng
of the world, nor can our association with . about soul salvation. A defiant stare or a
the world bring the same satisfaction. "Oh, snappy answer kept those good people
what a change since the Saviour came in!" from pointing me to the Lamb of God and
I felt impressed to write briefly my ex- my soul was hungering for Him at the
perience, telling how God has led me and time, although I was unconscious of it.
brought me to a consciousness of sin thru However, I praise the Lord that during
the fidelity of some of His faithful ones. those meetings I had heard sufficient to
Had it not been for those who carried a make me want to hear more which resultburden for souls and showed a kindly in- ed in my definitely seeking the Lord for
terest in me, I tremble to think where I salvation after a mid-week prayer meeting
about a month later.
might be at this time.
I shall not weary you with an account
W h a t caused me to identify myself with
of minor experiences common to all chil- a "plain" people?
I have never been
dren, except to say that at the age of fif- tempted to believe I made a wrong choice
teen I had matured rapidly into a head- in this respect and find inspiration in constrong, determined boy, which disposition sidering the advantages I enjoy as a result
caused me to eventually leave home. I had of my choice.. I was not brought up in the
often grieved a loving mother's heart by Church and before my conversion despised
my determination to have my own way. those of conservative religious beliefs, and
M y parents were unsaved people, but knew up to the time of my conversion had atwhat was right and tried to dissuade me tended only a few of our meetings. After
from leading a worldly life and joining a I saw I was a lost sinner and was definitely
Church indulging in all the popular social saved I realized my need of keeping as far
functions of the day. T h e y tried to point as possible from anything that had a tenout that these things and true religion did dency to draw me back to a social gospel
not mix, but I thought I knew better than and my worldly ambitions. I had the
they and scoffed at their narrow-minded- choice of identifying myself with one of
ness. Finally I left home in a heat of anger several groups of believers who taught reand then is when God began to definitely generation with varying degrees of sepa •
work in my heart. More than once after ration from the world. It depends on how
attending some social function I would re- thoroughly one has been saved from the
turn to my lodging place feeling very lonely influence of worldliness as to where he will
and miserable. I would enjoy myself im- seek association. I desired to associate
mensely while at the party, but afterward with those who tried to keep as far as
—what an aching void! I praise God that possible from the devil's territory. (Even
He never allowed me to seek enjoyment in then we find ourselves rather near at
amusements of a doubtful nature: I did not times).
smoke nor drink and, although I thoroughly
The meetings I had been attending were
enjoyed dancing and playing cards, never
gambled nor entered a public dance hall. of a body of believers who teach definite
I was greatly interested in all clean whole- salvation but fail to avail themselves of
their privilege of being readily identified
some sports and popular games.
by their appearance as children of God. I
After some months of enjoying the best know there is the danger of placing too
the world had to offer me I became so dis- much emphasis on outward change, but for
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me an inward change also meant an outward change. I saw in these plain people
those who wished to be wholly out-andout for God. I had seen so much of the
evils of dress and saw how souls had been
damned because of it that I wanted to be
identified with Christians who had a uniformity and plainness in their attire that
even the poorest could be comfortable in
their midst. I was much impressed with
the testimonies and with the deep piety of
some of our people and this made me long
for the same contentment which they possessed.
Since uniting with the Church of my
choice (God's choice for me) I have learned the Scriptural reason for many convictions the Holy Spirit brought to me. The
great privilege I realize is that I may freely
exercise in the glorious liberty of the saints
and all provision is made in our constitution and by-laws for me to practice and
teach everything that is found in the W o r d
of God. I am at liberty to do anything I
want to do because the "want to" for
things that do not tend toward deepening
me spiritually has been taken out of my
heart.
W h a t a privilege it is to belong to a society which is not unmindful of its educational needs and yet keeps a proper balance which does not carry us away in the
tide of popular craze for higher education.
A desire to be wise is part of the original
sin, "a tree to be desired to make one
wise," Gen. 3:6. W e put the premium on
spirituality rather than on intellectual
ability: a knowledge of God is valued more
than a knowledge of science. A man's
worth is not estimated only by the amount
of this world's goods he possesses: the
riches he has laid up in heaven are highly
valued. The salvation of souls is our
greatest concern, and not merely church
accessions.
This sin cursed world is no friend to
Grace and to me the correct interpretation
of James 4:4 and I John 2:15 is that we
must not only keep out of worldliness but
that we must also keep worldliness out of
us. In my fifteen years of association
with the Brethren in Christ I have found
that the doctrines and customs which she
observes have done much in making this
possible for me. Some people apparently
have the idea that to belong to a plain body
of believers is an indication of narrowness
of mind and shallowness of regeneration.
M y personal experience has been that it
requires a real change of heart to fully
adopt and uphold these doctrines and customs. T o me it is a privilege indeed to
be earmarked for God because I carried
Satan's tag long enough.
In speaking with others and especially
with those making a profession of godliness I have been grieved to hear the remark "trifling things" and "non-essentials"
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in speaking of things that are a definite
conviction to me. I have been tempted
many times to make a compromise, but I
know that to me these things are not only
important but very essential. W h y ? Because God called me to separate myself not
only from worldliness but also from things
that lead worldward. I find no portion of
the teachings of the N e w Testament that
is not practical for the entire dispensation
of Grace. By His Grace I mean to be
faithful to my vow of "allegiance to God
and fidelity to the Church."

The Guidance of The Holy Spirit
(Continued from page 186)
The mind must be cleared of self-will.
You have heard of the man who threw up
his stick thrice at a cross-roads. But why
thrice? Because the first and second t.'me it
did not point in the direction he wanted to
go! "Is it to be Jane or Mary?" prayed
the perplexed lover. And then he added,
"Lord, let it be Mary." W e so often approach our problems with a bias. It is wise
advice that we should not act until we are
sure of God's will, and then we should not
fear to act.
How far are we to regard our impulses
as affording us true guidance? Let us ask
that wise counsellor, T C. Upham, the
biographer of Madame Guyon.
"Impulses," says Upham, "should lead to that
enquiry and reflection which are preparatory to action." I often call it "referring
back" an impulse to the Spirit, asking Him
to either confirm the impression or to remove it. This is much wiser than the automatic method which is in such favour in
some quarters today. I can see real danger
in inexperienced Christians sitting on their
bed in the morning, a pencil and note-book
in their hands, expecting that guidance for
the day will be given through the thoughts
and impulses which come to them there
and then. Thoughts are too many, impulses
are too variable, to be the criterion for us
of what is the will of God.
Another method used of the Spirit is the
advice of spiritually-minded friends. It is
not always the candidate for the mission
field who is the best judge of his call.
Quite conceivably the mission council may
have the mind of the Spirit even more
surely. Circumstances too, may often be
taken as indicating the will of God. He
openeth and no man shutteth, and shutteth
and no man openeth. If obstacles refuse to
move, let us be sure that our disappointment is His appointment.
And let us bide
His time or turn to the duty that lies to our
hand.
3. W e shall close our study of Divine
guidance by noting some of the tests of
guidance. There are three tests of our being in the will of God—power, peace, provision.
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In Luke 4:1 we read that our Lord was
Everything points with overwhelming
led by the Spirit into the wilderness. In
force to a definite event, or series of
verse 14 that He returned in the power of '
events, of creation at some time or times,
the Spir.t. W h a t a confirmation of His
not infinitely remote. The universe canexperience of guidance! Had Jesus, in gonot have originated by chance out of
ing into the wilderness, stepped out of the
its present ingredients, and neither can
will of God, He would not have returned
it have been always the same as now
in the power of the Spirit. W h e n the
(Eos, p. 55; English edition).
Spirit guides, He goes with us, and His
The theory of relativity may be credited
power abides upon us. The second test of with at least one good idea; for it has
our guidance is peace, as we read in Phil- made modern astronomers appreciate the
ippians 4:7. The peace of God garrisons optical evidence we now have of what is
the heart against all doubt and fear and all termed the "expansion of the universe."
discontent when we are in the will of God.
The spectra of the great nebulae give us
If doubts persist after our decision has optical proof that they are running away
been made, then we must open the question from each other at a rapid rate. As Jeans
afresh. But if we have been led aright, has expressed it, these nebulae "are running
perhaps into an unconventional path, we away from one another so fast that they
can claim and enjoy that peace which pass- cannot have been running for long."
Not
es all understanding, no matter what others only must the universe have been created,
may say. And where God the Holy Spirit but this creation cannot have been so very
guides, His provision is sure. Philippians long ago, astronomically speaking.
4:19 is our authority for this. Bread and
This has come almost as a shock to our
water will be supplied. And bread and
modern scientists. T o quote again the
butter too! For no one goes into this war
words of Jeans, at the British Association
at his own charges. While faith may be
for the Advancement of Science last fall,
severely tried, during seasons of shortness,
"Our universe becomes a mere transitory
the man who has dared to do the will of
and ephemeral structure compared with
God shall not want for any good thing!
what we recently thought. W e must conAnd now, friends, the whole subject clude that the universe of stars is still quite
comes down to this, Are we willing to fol- young, in spite of looking so old; its many
low the guidance of the Spirit? Have we appearances of great age must all be deyielded our wills to Christ, and signified our ceptive" (Nature, Supplement, October
surrender by putting our lives in His hands, 24, 1931; p. 703).
to be controlled entirely, now and always,
The Universe Not So Very Old
by His gracious Spirit?
This last statement is noteworthy, though
—The Evangelical Christian.
it brings out a principle too often overlooked even by Christian people. If the
appearances of great age in the stars are
Modern Science Discredits
now
found to be almost certainly decepEvolution
tive, we must be pardoned for applying the
same idea to such appearances which we
(Continued from page 18b
see in our earth. I have not the space to
gested the idea that the radiation of en- expand on this idea, though many enlightergy, so prodigally displayed by the stars ening results of such a view will occur to
(including our sun), must be due to the an- many readers.
nihilation of some of the matter composing
II
them. Inevitably this led to the view of
The second line of discoveries which
an absolute creation of the stuff composing have tended to discredit evolution may be
the universe at some. definite point in the summarized as the failure of biology to "expast.
plain" life and living things in terms of
The outstanding advocate of this doc- physics and chemistry. N o t all biochemists
trine of the creation of matter is Sir James have yet given up hope of performing this
H. Jeans, secretary of the Royal Society, feat; but the failures along this line are
often spoken of as the highest scientific so- now so notorious that one might almost reciety in the world. For nearly a score of gard the matter as settled.
years Jeans has been teaching this idea of
Everybody knows that no hocus pocus
creation, and the efforts of men like Mil- of the laboratory can create life from the
likan and Lodge, to suggest that this crea- not-living. It is almost as definitely settled
tion of matter is now going on somewhere that the processes of life cannot be "exaway off in space, have done but little to plained" in mere chemical and physical
offset the inevitableness of this conception terms. This is a very old controversy, the
of creation, which seems now to have be- one between the so-called "vitalists" and
come tacitly or explicitly accepted by the the "mechanists," but it may be regarded
leaders of the entire scientific world.
as now definitely settled against the mechanists. W e can state that probably all
Sir James H. Jean's Views
In one of his smaller books this is how the recent historians of science, such as
Nordenskiold, Radl, and Singer, take this
Jean's expresses the situation:
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view, though it will be impossible to reproduce even a summary of their verdict
here.
A Shock to Darwinists
W h e n it was learned that a salamander
or a newt can reproduce a lost limb or an
eye with a brand new one, it came as a
great shock to the Darwinists. But when
Hans Driesch showed how to separate the
developing embryo in the four-celled or
eight-celled stage in such a way that each
o[ these separated cells would develop into
a perfect individual, the entire mechanistic
theory of heredity seemed to tumble in
ruins. Even the venerable theory of the
three germ-layers of the embryo failed utterly; for organs made of mesoderm cells
are shown to be sometimes regenerated
from ectoderm cells, or vice versa.

evolution is breaking down as a logical and
scientific system.
A work like that of Dr. Austin H.
Clark's The New Evolution, issued about
two years ago, shows the almost innumerable gaps in the system, as revealed by
modern biological research. The figure of
a genealogical tree has often been used to
illustrate the alleged common origin (stem
and root) of all the twigs and branches, the
latter representing the modern kinds of living things. As Clark cand.dly remarks,
"The twigs of the tree do not actually join
the branches, and the branches do not join
the main trunk; and besides, the main trunk
itself is not continuous. , . . All lines are
broken by gaps which may be small and
insignificant, or broad and striking" (pp.
181, 183).
Additional evidence of this break-down
of evolutionary theory comes to us from
the addresses before the London meeting
of the British Association last autumn. One
of the speakers, an ardent evolutionist, admitted: "There is no reptile alive today
which can give rise to a mammal; no fish
that can become a reptile; and no animal
that can become a man."

In short, all the mechanical theories of
heredity have broken down, and with them
the last refuges of mechanical explanations
of life in other departments of biology. In
all living things we seem to be face to face
with the direct working of the Creator.
And the persistent failures of mechanistic
scientists to obscure this great truth have
served only to focus the attention of the
present generation on it in a way that
makes it live before us as never before.

V I S I T O R

A Weak Alibi
The standard alibi of the evolutionist
Scientists declare that their work is to that much of his important evidence has
push back the boundaries between the been destroyed by the vicissitudes of the
fossils in the rocks, did not seem to satknown and the unknown. Too often it
isfy
Professor D A r c y Thompson, who
seems as if they are trying to "explain" the
more mysterious phenomena of nature in was reported to the following effect:
W e have been told that rents have
terms of other processes which we think we
been torn in the veil which surrounds
already understand, but which in reality are
the mystery of evolution, and that this
as unknown as ever' in respect to a real
has irretrievably destroyed chapters in
cause, other than the direct act of the God
this old book. That explanation does not
of nature. It is thus that most of the phesuffice for me: and I honestly believe that
nomena of nature have been "explained."
we are as ignorant as we were seventy
As a matter of fact, they have been exyears ago.
plained away, and in no other department
In the great gaps between verteis this so true as in biology.
brates and invertebrates there is no posIll
sibility of one passing into the other. I
This brings us to the third great fact
am not defying the evidence of evoluwhich is impressing the scientific world
tion, but I believe that any attempt to
more and more. I refer to the truth of life
find an invertebrate which has passed
only from life. Time and again since
into a vertebrate type is doomed to failPasteur demonstrated this truth nearly
ure.
seventy years ago, have we seen men come
Christian workers ought to know that
forward with the claim that at last t h e y . the tide is turning among the leaders in
have discovered how to make life where the scientific world. The outstanding truths
there was no life before. But without a of revealed religion are being vindicated
single exception, have we seen these men by modern research; and all Christians
acknowledge their complete failure. And ought to be apprehended of this situation.
as long as scientists are not willing to
Prophecy and Miracles
draw the obvious conclusion from this perThe standard writers on Christian
petual failure, just so long will men fool
apologetics speak of but two ways in which
away their own time and that of others in
trying to rule God out of this one very God's revelation can be or has been attested, namely, by miracles and by the fulsignificant point in the works of His crefillment of predictive prophecy. In this
ation.
late day, with more than two thousand
years of history behind us, dotted with
IV
monuments recording the punctual and acThe fourth fact in this series, and the
curate fulfillment of the predictions of
only other one I have space to give here,
is the gradually dawning fact that organic Daniel, Isaiah, Jeremiah, John, and of Jesus
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Himself, the evidential value of these
prophecies become greater with every
passing year.
On the other hand, some Christians have
been too free to admit that the days of
miracles are past, forgetful of the providences of God even yet taking place in
mission fields, many of them as impressive
as those of the early Church, and also forgetful of the daily transformations of sinners into saints^—that greatest of miracles,
which we may see around us on every side.
But in a larger way, as we look out at the
universe, and understand somewhat the
modern scientific proofs of the creation of
the starry universe itself, and see in addition the proofs of God's continued workings in nature around us and with.n our
own bodies, all Christians at least ought to
be led to worship and praise. " O Lord,
how manifold are thy works! in wisdom
hast thou made them all: the earth is full of
thy riches."—M. B. I. Monthly.

Cook Stove Apostasy
It is better to go to the house of mourning than to the house of feasting. The
early church prayed in the upper room,
while the twentieth century church cooks
in the supper room. T h e supper room has
taken the place of the upper room, play has
taken the place of prayer, feasting the place
of fasting. There are more full stomachs
than bended knees and full hearts. More
fire in the church range than in the pulpit.
Ice cream chills the fervor of the spirit.
The early Christians were not cooking
in the supper room the day when the Holy
Ghost came, they were praying in the upper room. T h e y were not waiting on
tables, they were waiting on the Lord.
They were not waiting on the fire from the
stove, but the fire of the Holy Ghost from
above. They were detained in the upper
room by the commandment of God, and
not entertained in the lower room by the
cunning of man.
They were filled with the Holy Ghost
and not with stew and roast. How much
better for the Lord if the cooking squad
were put up, and the praying band let in.
Let us have less sham and ham, and more
of heaven, less pie and more piety, less use
for the cook and more for the Book. Put
out the fire in the kitchen and give the Holy
Ghost an opportunity to build it in the
hearts of man. More love and more life,
fewer dinners served in the supper room
and more sinners saved in the upper room.
—Sel. by Lan. Byer.
W e want men who love God supremely,
and souls next. W e want men, not only
willing to do, but also to suffer the will
of God; men of faith who can afford to
despise the world and look forward to the
surpassing glory in store.
•—J. Hudson Taylor.
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God's Building

A Spelling Rule

God is putting up a great and wonderful
building, and the stones which compose the
building are the people who love Him,
those who have come to Him by believing
on His Son Jesus Christ as their Saviour.
The Lord Jesus Himself is called the
"Chief Corner Stone" in this building. His
own people, Israel, would not have Him.
He was a "Stone of stumbling, and a Rock
of offence" to them, because they did not
believe on Him. But the Apostle Peter
says He "is made the Head of the corner"
of the budding. Those who are disobedient stumble at Him, but Peter says again,
"Unto you therefore which believe H e is
precious." Read First Peter 2:4-8.
In the 5th verse Peter says to us who
are believers: "Ye also, as lively stones, are
built up a spiritual house." W e are the
stones which the Lord uses to frame t o gether H.s building.
He prepares the
stones to fit into the building. Stones that
are prepared to fit into a building are chipped, cut, ground down, shaped and
smoothed, so that they will fit right into
the places for which they are intended.
Just so it is with us as stones for God's
building, His spiritual house. Our trials
are the means God uses to fit us into His
building. Sometimes, when the trials come,
it feels as though we are being chipped,
cut, ground down and smoothed. It hurts
and hurts. Sometimes it seems there would
be nothing left of us till the preparations
are finished. But there will be something
left, and that will be only the part that will
fit into the building. That will be the part
which God has made new for Him.
Let us be patient while the Lord does
His wonderful work on us. It hurts while
it is going on, but after it is finished it will
be very beautiful and wonderful. W h e n
all the stones are made perfect—finished—
the building will be put together and the
Lord will have His wonderful spiritual
house all ready for eternity. He will be
the Chief Corner Stone, and all the other
stones will fit right to Him.
—The P. H. Advocate.

When "ie" and "ei" both spell "e,"
How can we tell which it shall be?
Here is a rule you may believe,
That never, never will deceive,
And all such trouble relieve.
A simpler rule you can't conceive.
It is not made of many pieces,
To puzzle daughters, sons, or nieces,
Yet with it all the trouble ceases.
After "c" an "e" apply;
' After other letters, " i . "

The Largest Diamond
One-tenth of a pound was the size of the
largest diamond until recent years. In 1905,
a diamond weighing 3,024 carats, or one
and one-thirds pounds, was found in the
Transvaal, in South Africa. Its value was
several million dollars. It received its name
from the name of its finder, and was called
the Cullinan.
In 1908 it was presented to King Edward
VII, of England. Later it was cut into
nine stones. The largest one was set in the
royal scepter and the second largest in the
crown.—Publisher Unknown.
"Blow wind of God and set us free
From hate and want of charity;
Strip off the trappings of our pride,
And drive us to our brother's side."
—W. C. Braithwaite.
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Thus a general in a siege
Writes a letter to his liege,
Or an army holds its field
And will never deign to yield
While a warrior holds to shield
Or has strength his arm to wield.
Two exceptions we must note,
Which all scholars learn by rote;
Leisure is the first of these,
For the second we have seize.
Now you know the simple rule,
Learn it quick, and off to school.
—Publisher Unknown.
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